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Recent Trends – The Pendulum Swings

John E. McCarthy Jr.

The Pendulum Swings
• 1994 Federal Acquisition Streamlining Act
– Recognition that Government should treated like any other
commercial buyer with regard to commercial items IP

• 2001 – Intellectual Property: Navigating Through Commercial
Waters
– DOD adopts moderate position on rights in technical data and
computer software
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The Pendulum Swings Back
• 2010/2011
– More and more solicitations requiring contractors to
cede data rights as condition of competing/new
orders
– Agencies becoming more aggressive in challenging
rights restrictions
– 2011 Defense Authorization Act
– Recent Proposed Rule Changes
• Commercial Items
• DFARS Rewrite
• Stanford v. Roche
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New Legislative Guidance

Alexina G. Jackson

2011 Defense Authorization Act
• §824 -- Requires SecDef to issue guidance to
assure
– Preserve option of competition for production and
sustainment of systems and subsystems
developed exclusively with federal funds
– Government not required to pay more than once
for the same tech data
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Proposed Commercial Items Rule

Alexina G. Jackson

Proposed Changes to Commercial Items Rule
The Rule’s Purported Target
• Regarding the presumption of development at private
expense currently afforded contractors for rights restrictions
asserted over certain commercial item technical data
• Intended to implement Section 802(b) of FY 2007 National
Defense Authorization Act (NDAA)
– Reverse presumption of development at private expense for
commercial items under contracts or subcontracts for major systems
(or subsystems or components thereof)

• Intended to implement Section 815(a)(2) of FY 2008 NDAA
– Exempt commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) items from the requirements
established under section 802(b) of FY 2007 NDAA
May 2010 proposed rule to change various DFARS provisions; comment period ended July 2010.
See 75 Fed. Reg. 25161 (May 7, 2010).
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Proposed Changes to Commercial Items Rule
Current Presumption Has Limited Application
• Under existing FAR and DFARS rules, the presumption of development at
private expense has limited practical application:
– “Private expense” is implicated in only one commercial item definition
(see FAR sec. 2.101 re: nondevelopmental items sold to State and local govt’s)
– Contractors generally deliver technical data related to commercial items under
standard licensing terms, not DFARS clauses

• The existing presumption of development at private expense states:
– If a contractor or subcontractor limits the rights provided over technical data as
developed at private expense, the contracting officer (CO) presumes this accurate
– The burden is on DoD to show that it was not developed entirely at private expense
– The contractor is not required to justify the assertion of development at entirely
private expense in the face of a mere challenge notice issued by the CO

• Under the proposed rule, would expect the presumption to be reversed
for non-COTS commercial technical data related to major systems, but . . .
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Proposed Changes to Commercial Items Rule
The Potential (Over)Reach of Proposed Rule
• Proposed rule extends well beyond its implementing regulations

– Reverses the presumption of development at private expense for nonCOTS commercial items under contracts or subcontracts for major systems
– Retains existing presumption for COTS items regardless of whether part of
a major system
– Retains existing presumption for commercial items not part of a major
system

• BUT ALSO:

– Imposes commercial DFARS data rights clause on all commercial items,
including any marking requirements
– Imposes non-commercial DFARS data rights clauses on commercial items
so long as there is any current or future government funding
– Applies changes to prime and subcontractors alike
– Extends 10 USC sec. 2320 and 2321 (rights in technical data and validation
or proprietary restrictions) scheme to computer software
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Proposed Changes to Commercial Items Rule
The Proposed Rule’s Extended Reach
• Clauses of the DFARS Data Rights Scheme:
– Requires use of 252.227-7015 (Technical Data – Commercial) in
all contracts requiring the contractor to deliver technical data
related to commercial items, components or processes

– Requires use of 252.227-7013 (Technical Data – Noncommercial)
if the government has paid or will pay any portion of the
development costs of the commercial item
– If parts 7015 or 7013 apply, then 252.227-7037 (Validation of
Restrictive Markings on Technical Data) must be used

• Contractor cannot simply provide the same rights as those
customarily provided to the public for the commercial item
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Proposed Changes to Commercial Items Rule
The Proposed Rule’s Extended Reach – Remember!
• New presumption applies to all non-COTS commercial item
technical data and noncommercial computer software under
a major system regardless if delivered by prime or
subcontractor
• DFARS data rights clauses (including marking requirements)
apply to all acquisitions of technical data regardless of
commercial or noncommercial status, or delivery by prime or
subcontractor
• Purports to extend the technical data rights scheme to
computer software
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Proposed Changes to Commercial Items Rule
Potential Effect of the Proposed Rule: Increased Risk
• Presumption change for major systems (except COTS items)
• If there is an ounce of government money involved, DFARS rules will
apply
– Grants the government broad license rights in commercial items (not just
that customarily provided to general public)
– Imposes marking requirements on commercial items, or unlimited rights
(consider your delivered items!)
– Hinders segregability determinations (mixed funding; segregable
components)
– Overrides the various definitions of “commercial item” (one standard for
DoD and one for civilian agencies)

• Extends to computer software despite inconsistencies with nuanced
software rights scheme and lack of statutory basis
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Proposed DFARS Rewrite
Patents, Data, and Copyright

John E. McCarthy Jr.

Proposed Rewrite of DFARS IP Rules
•
•
•
•

Published September 27, 2010
56 pages of Federal Register
Requested Comments in 60 Days
36 sets of comments received including the American Bar
Association and Aerospace Industry Association
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Stated Purpose
• Integrates coverage for technical data and computer software
• Simplify and clarify Part 227
• Move text that does not impact the public to Procedures,
Guidance and Information (“PGI”)
• Remove text and clauses that are obsolete
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Highlights
• Rewrite of Part 227 and associated DFARS clauses
• Focuses on rules relating to technical data and computer
software
• Extensive revisions
• Overall structure changed
– Technical data and computer software integrated
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Key changes
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Commercial items
Limitation of Liability
Infringement Claims
Definition of Computer Software
Segregability
Access
Subcontractors
Use and Non-Disclosure Agreement
Post Award Assertions of Rights Restriction
Validation of Restrictive Markings
Rights in Works
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Commercial Items
• Current rule: for commercial items use standard commercial
license
• Proposed rule:
– Further implementation of proposed rule relating to the reversal of
the presumption of development at private expense
– Imposes DFARS rights allocation scheme on commercial items where
the government has paid any portion of the development costs
– if the government has paid for any portion of the costs for
development or modification of the commercial item, commercial
technical data or commercial computer software, must use DFARS
non-commercial technical data and computer software clause
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Commercial Items
• Revised DFARS 212.504: Removes 10 USC Sec. 2320 (rights in
technical data) and Sec. 2321 (validation of proprietary data
restrictions) from the list of clauses inapplicable to
subcontracts for commercial items
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Commercial Items
• Requires the use of revised DFARS Clause 252.227-7015,
Rights in technical data and computer software—commercial,
in all solicitations and contracts when contractor is required to
deliver commercial technical data or commercial computer
software
• Imposes requirements inconsistent with FAR 12.211 & FAR
12.212, which require the use of offeror’s standard
commercial license.
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252.227-7015 Rights in Technical Data and
Computer Software - Commercial
• Applies to both technical data and computer software
• Grants the government a broad license in technical data
– minimum unlimited license rights in certain technical data
• Requires contractors to mark their commercial technical data
and computer software
– Excuses government from liability for release or disclosure
of unmarked commercial technical data or computer
software
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252.227-7015 Rights in Technical Data and
Computer Software - Commercial
• Requires flowdown of DFARS clause to subcontractor
• Requires prime contractor to notify the government if nonstandard clause used in subcontract
• Requires bilateral negotiation for other license rights
• Contractor retains all rights not granted to the Government
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Limitation of Liability
• Eliminates government liability for release or disclosure of
technical data or computer software by “authorized recipient”
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Infringement Claims
• Enhanced guidance on contractor administrative claims for
government infringement. Proposed DFARS 227.70.
– Provides detailed requirements for information to be
included with the infringement claim
– Includes guidance for claims involving multiple agencies
• Highlights that “it is the government’s policy to settle
meritorious claims.” 75 Fed. Reg. 59413.
• Provides sample settlement agreement for patent
infringement. DFARS 227.7006.
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Definition of Computer Software
• Reclassifies the following items as “computer software
documentation” (i.e., technical data) rather than “computer
software:”
– Design details,
– Algorithms,
– Processes,
– Flow charts,
– Formulas, and
– Related material that describe the design, organization, or
structure of software
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Segregability
• Clarifies the doctrine of segregability. DFARS 227.7104-1(b);
227.7104-8(d)
– Each segregable element of technical data and/or
computer software may be entitled to different data rights
treatment
– Contracts and/or subcontracts may require multiple data
rights clauses
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Access
• Recognizes that, in addition to other rights, the government
may be given “access” to technical data and/or computer
software. DFARS 227.7104-1(c)(1)(i).
– Remote access to technical data and/or computer software
maintained by the contractor. 75 Fed. Reg. 59414.
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Subcontractors
• Expressly recognizes that a direct relationship exists between
the government and subcontractors at any tier when dealing
with intellectual property. 75 Fed. Reg. 59412.
• Allows subcontractor delivering technical data or computer
software with other than unlimited rights to submit it directly
to the Government, although normally it should be delivered
to the next-higher tier contractor.
• Prohibits higher tier contractor from using position to acquire
subcontractor’s IP.
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Use and Non-Disclosure Agreement
• Proposed DFARS 227.7107-2 provides guidance on the
disclosure of technical data or computer software delivered to
the government with restrictions on access, use modification,
etc. to third party contractors.
• Includes a “Use and Non-disclosure Agreement.” 75 Fed. Reg.
59433-42.
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Post Award Assertions of Rights Restriction
• Requires that contract contain list of all deliverable technical
data or computer software that the Contractor asserted
should be delivered or otherwise provided to the Government
with restrictions
• Allows post award assertion of restrictions only where:
– New Information
– Based on inadvertent omissions
• Soon as practicable and shall be prior to the scheduled date
for delivery
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Validation of Restrictive Markings
• Permits government to challenge the asserted restrictions on
commercial computer software
– If “reasonable grounds” exist to question validity, and
adherence would make subsequent acquisition
impracticable
• Presumes development at private expense
• Creates new exception to contractor’s right to appeal
– “urgent and compelling circumstances”
• By agency head
• Non-delegable
• Contractor can still get damages
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Rights in Works
• New Section 227.72 Rights in Works
– Works = databases, literary works, musical works, including
any accompanying words, dramatic works, including any
accompanying music pantomimes and choreographic
works, pictorial, graphic, and sculptural works, motion
pictures and other audiovisual works, sound recordings,
architectural works, mask works, and original designs.
– Works # technical data or computer software
– Regulations and associated clauses allocating rights in
works
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Bayh-Dole Rights in Federally Funded
Inventions Under Siege?

Jonathan M. Baker

Bayh-Dole Basics
• University and Small Business Patent Procedures Act of 1980, 35
U.S.C. §§ 200-212 (aka “the Bayh-Dole Act”)
• Served as uniform replacement for numerous patent policies then
existing in federal agencies
• Generally permits non-profits & small business government
contractors that satisfy certain procedural requirements to retain
rights in inventions conceived or first reduced to practice in
performance of work under a government contract, grant, or
cooperative agreement between the Government and the
government contractor
• USG retains paid-up license to practice or have practiced on its behalf
as well as other unique rights, i.e., march-in rights
• Extended to large businesses by Presidential Memorandum
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Purposes of Bayh-Dole
• Promote utilization of federally-funded inventions
• Encourage small business firms to participate in federally supported
R&D
• Promote collaboration between companies and nonprofits and
universities
• Ensure that inventions made by nonprofit organizations and small
business firms are used in a manner to promote free competition and
enterprise
• Promote commercialization & publicity of U.S. inventions
• To ensure USG obtains sufficient rights in inventions it pays for to
meet USG’s needs and ensure against nonuse
35 U.S.C. § 200
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Before Bayh-Dole
Academic Research

40%
60%

28,000 USG-owned Patents (1980)
<5%
Licensed
>95%

Not Licenced
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Source: “Innovation’s Golden Goose,” The Economist,
Dec. 14, 2002

Taxpayerfunded
Other

After Bayh-Dole
• Tenfold increase in American university patents
• American universities spun off > 2,200 firms to exploit
university research
• 260,000 jobs created
• Worth $40 billion to American economy
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Source: “Innovation’s Golden Goose,” The Economist,
Dec. 14, 2002

After Bayh-Dole
Bayh-Dole, by its terms, takes precedence over “any other Act which
would require a disposition of rights in subject inventions of small
business firms or nonprofit organizations contractors” 35 U.S.C. §
210(a)
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Stanford University v. Roche Molecular
• Stanford sued Roche for infringement of 3 patents related to
detection of HIV
• Inventions purportedly developed by 3 Stanford employees under NIH
contracts
• Dispute arises from two agreements signed by one of the Stanford
employees, Dr. Holodniy
– Copyright and Patent Agreement (“CPA”)
• Parties: Dr. Holodniy and his employer, Stanford
– Visitor’s Confidentiality Agreement (“VCA”)
• Parties: Dr. Holodniy & company, Cetus, where Dr. Holodniy would
visit during his employment at Stanford
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Tale of Two Agreements
• Signed CPA upon employment with Stanford
– “I agree to assign…right, title and interest in…such inventions”

• Later worked with Cetus to learn polymerase chain reaction (PCR)
technology
• Signed VCA with Cetus
– “I…do hereby assign to CETUS, my right, title, and interest in each of the
ideas, inventions and improvements” devised “as a consequence” of
work at Cetus
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The Dispute
• Roche acquired Cetus’ PCR business & began producing HIV detection kits
using the patented PCR technology
• Stanford sued for patent infringement
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District Court Litigation
• Stanford argued inventions developed under USG contract, so it
retained rights pursuant to Bayh-Dole Act
• Roche counterclaimed that Dr. Holodniy’s agreement with Cetus
granted it ownership rights
• District Court held:
– Stanford satisfied Bayh-Dole procedural requirements so retained
title to inventions
– Dr. Holodniy had no interest to assign to Cetus
– Roche ownership counterclaim dismissed for failure to comply with
statute of limitations & laches
– But no infringement because patent claims were invalid
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Federal Circuit
• Agreement with Cetus took priority over agreement with
Stanford
• When Stanford elected to retain title under Bayh-Dole, Dr.
Holodniy had already assigned the patent rights to Cetus
• Stanford’s election to retain title under Bayh-Dole did not
void the prior contractual transfer of rights to Cetus
Bottom Line: Federal Circuit appears to have added to BayhDole a prerequisite that the contractor
employee assign rights to the government
contractor employer
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U.S. Supreme Court
Petitioner’s Question:
Whether a federal contractor university’s statutory right under the
Bayh-Dole Act…in inventions arising from federally funded research
can be terminated unilaterally by an individual inventor through a
separate agreement purporting to assign the inventor’s rights to a
third party.
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What Stanford v. Roche Might Mean for
Government Contractors
• For nonprofits & small businesses:
– If Roche wins:
• Increase focus on ensuring employees do not assign invention rights
• Less incentive for nonprofits & small businesses to commercialize or collaborate
• Reduced ability for Government to ensure commercialization

– If Stanford wins:
• Third party collaborators will need to secure assurances that work is not performed
pursuant to federal funding agreement

• For large businesses:
– Court unlikely to expansively interpret Bayh-Dole as vesting rights in
large business
– Contractors must ensure valid, immediately effective, assignments for
employees’ inventions are secured (avoid Stanford’s predicament)
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Questions?

John McCarthy
jmccarthy@crowell.com
202-624-2579
Jon Baker
jbaker@crowell.com
202-624-2641
Alexina Jackson
ajackson@crowell.com
202-624-2721
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